Guardians halo 5

Halo 5: Guardians is a first-person shooter video game developed by Industries and published
by Microsoft Studios for the Xbox One. The fifth mainline entry and tenth overall in the Halo
series , it was released worldwide on October 27, When the former goes absent without leave to
track down the artificial intelligence construct Cortana , Master Chief's loyalty is called into
question, and Fireteam Osiris is sent to retrieve him. In late , the team set out goals for the
game, including larger campaign and multiplayer areas. Like Halo 4 , it uses motion capture for
character animation. It features new abilities and character designs, but does not feature any
offline capabilities or local networking. It has a game engine that scales its resolution to
maintain a frame rate of 60 frames per second. Microsoft announced the game at E3 Despite
this, it had the lowest opening sales of any Halo game in Japan and the UK. However, the
game's single-player campaign met divided responses, with criticism directed at its short
length, story, writing and ending. A sequel, Halo Infinite , will be released in Halo 5: Guardians is
a first-person shooter , with players experiencing most gameplay through the eyes of a playable
character. The camera switches to a third-person view for some cinematics and gameplay
sequences. The game preserves many of the core features of the Halo franchise's gameplay
experience. MJOLNIR armor provides deflector shields, which diminish whilst protecting the
wearer from weapons fire but recharge after a short recovery. Spartans may only carry two
personal weapons at a time, but may swap them out at any time for any other weapon they find
including those dropped by slain enemies and may also carry and fire a crew-served weapon
discarded when the player switches back to a personal weapon. Spartans may also throw
grenades and use their weapons for pistol-whipping. Finally, some of the vehicles and their
mounted weapons are available for use. New to the series are "Spartan Abilities", replacing the
Armor Abilities of previous games. In-universe, the characters' MJOLNIR armor has been
upgraded with various thrusters that allow them increased mobility options in all three axes of
movement. They are context-dependent and can be used for attack, defense and evasion.
Additionally, all Halo 5 firearms can be aimed by looking down their iron sights , a capability
restricted to specific weapons in previous games. Previous games in the franchise have
featured brief gameplay segments where the player character is accompanied by non-player
character NPC companions in the form of United Nations Space Command UNSC Marines,
non-human allies like the Arbiter , and other Spartans. In the campaign, Halo 5 also equips the
player with a persistent fireteam of NPC Spartans, who are present at all times and can receive
limited orders using the Xbox controller. If any Spartan, player-controlled or not, takes too much
damage, they enter an incapacitated state, and a teammate must rush over and revive them
before they die. Unlike previous first-person shooters in the Halo franchise, Halo 5: Guardians
does not feature any offline multiplayer capabilities, like split-screen cooperative campaign and
multiplayer modes; [6] it also does not have any local networking options. We know that's the
vast majority of the co-op play. With Halo 5 , the team really wanted to focus on making that
experience great, both visually on the screen that you're looking at, and all the systems in
place. Halo 5: Guardians takes place in the year , and is set eight months after the events of
Halo 4. The game follows the Spartan fireteams Blue and Osiris. Fireteam Osiris is deployed to
the planet of Kamchatka, occupied by Jul 'Mdama's splinter Covenant faction, to retrieve the
rogue Dr. Halsey and her intel amidst a battle between Covenant forces and the Prometheans.
Halsey claims to have information on a series of devastating attacks on several human worlds.
While the team is successful in retrieving Halsey and eliminating the Covenant faction's leader
Jul 'Mdama, Halsey informs them that a new threat is about to emerge. During the sabotage, the
Chief receives a cryptic message from Cortana, directing him to the planet Meridian. This
causes consternation aboard Infinity , as Halsey believes that Cortana's survival through the
use of Forerunner technology makes her unpredictable and untrustworthy. Lasky tasks
Fireteam Osiris with finding and capturing Blue Team. Osiris is deployed to Meridian to pursue
Blue Team, where they find a human colony under attack by Promethean forces. During their
pursuit, they encounter the Warden Eternal, a Promethean serving as Cortana's enforcer. After
temporarily defeating the Warden, Osiris catches up to Blue Team, ordering them to stand down
and return to Infinity. Chief bests Locke in hand-to-hand combat and flees with the rest of Blue
Team as they board a Guardian, one of several colossal Forerunner constructs built as
enforcers of entire worlds. Osiris barely escape the colony's collapse as the Guardian activates
and disappears. Cortana says her terminal rampancy was cured by the same Forerunner
technology that saved her. Osiris is deployed to the Sangheili homeworld of Sanghelios, where
they plan to use a dormant Guardian that resides there to travel to Blue Team's location.
However, the planet is engulfed in civil war; the remaining forces of Jul 'Mdama's Covenant
have chosen to make their last stand there. To hurry their mission, Osiris joins forces with the
Arbiter and help him strike a crucial blow at Jul's Covenant. Osiris boards a Guardian with the
help of Commander Palmer while the Arbiter finishes off the last troops of the Covenant faction.

On Genesis, Osiris encounters the planet's caretaker, the artificial intelligence Exuberant
Witness, who allies with them to stop Cortana. Osiris catches up to Blue Team, who reveal
Cortana is planning on using the Guardians to achieve galactic peace through forcible
disarmament. Master Chief, aware of the massive devastation Cortana's plan will cause,
attempts to convince Cortana to stand down. She refuses and confines Blue Team in a
Forerunner prison, to prevent them from interfering with her plan. Osiris manages to transfer
control of Genesis back to Exuberant, who wrests the prison from Cortana as she leaves the
planet via a Guardian. Artificial intelligences across the galaxy begin swearing allegiance to
Cortana and her plans. Cortana locates Infinity and prepares to disable it, but Lasky has the
ship's AI Roland, who is still loyal to Infinity , engage slipspace away from Earth and commit to
random jumps until they can develop a way to combat Cortana. If the player completes the
game on Legendary, an extra cutscene shows an unknown Halo installation powering up while
Cortana hums, before cutting to black. In late , game leads Tim Longo, David Berger, and Chris
Lee laid out the studio's vision for the next game from a creative and technical standpoint,
setting key goals to focus on: utilizing the Xbox One 's hardware and Microsoft 's cloud
infrastructure for larger campaign and multiplayer spaces, deeper player investment systems,
and a frame rate of 60 frames per second FPS. At Electronic Entertainment Expo E3 , Microsoft
announced a new, then-untitled addition to the Halo series, along with a trailer appearing to
depict a post- Halo 4 Master Chief. Halo: The Master Chief Collection gave players exclusive
access to the Halo 5: Guardians multiplayer beta , [20] which began December 29, , and ran
through January 18, The game uses motion capture to animate characters, following its use in
Halo 4. To record the performances, it used a 5,square-foot stage and fifty cameras, along with a
3D tracking system called OptiTrack. On the departure from the Xbox hardware, Ross noted that
the Xbox One allows Industries to broaden the game's scope, as its matchmaking and
four-player online campaign co-op modes utilize the console 's dedicated server support. To
maintain a frame rate of 60 FPS, Halo 5 ' s engine uses a "progressive resolution system",
which automatically lowers the resolution at which the game is rendered during
graphically-intensive scenes, which are then upscaled back to the game's native resolution of p.
Art lead Justin Dinges explained that "some sections of a mission might be relatively quiet and
achieving 60fps is straightforward, but there are many situations where we dial the intensity up
to At those times, we need to maintain 60fps and give players the total experience from both a
design and artistic perspective". Eager to take advantage of the hardware, the art team built
fully animated cacti that responded to gunfire, blanketing the campaign maps with the
succulents. Ultimately, they proved to be the largest single technical problem in the game and
had to be removed. Narrative designer Morgan Lockhart described the co-op nature of the
campaign as the most difficult element of the game. Creative director Tim Longo explained that
one of the main goals for Halo 5: Guardians was to expand the universe. When Longo joined as
creative director and the rest of the story developed, the developers decided that Majestic was
the wrong team to use and set out to create a new fireteam with different characters. The
unnamed fireteam comprised three Spartans: "Smith", "Jones", and "Brown". Initially, none of
these characters' traitsâ€”not even their gendersâ€”were determined. Brian Reed recalled that
at one point they had added Fireteam Majestic member Thorne, as well as Spartan leader
Palmer, and a still-unnamed Jones, who would be an expert in alien languages. Spartan Jones
turned into Spartan Vesper, and her character matured from a child prodigy to someone more
serious, if innocent. Once part of the story became set on the planet Meridian, the narrative
team decided that one of the Spartans should have grown up outside the UNSC and survived
the destruction of her home planet to act as a conduit for understanding Meridian; this
character, now known as Spartan Song, replaced Palmer. When Thorne's actor, Ethan Peck,
was unavailable due to scheduling conflicts, Industries decided to replace his character on the
team roster rather than recast the role. Other suggestions included an entirely new Spartan or a
member of Blue Team, but the developers decided on fan favorite Buck after Nathan Fillion
became available. Halo 4 ' s art director, Kenneth Scott, stepped down from his role in January
He was succeeded by Nicolas "Sparth" Bouvier, [35] a concept artist who joined Microsoft in
Bouvier described the early stages of developing artistic concepts as akin to sculpting from
marble: "[we] start with a very loose idea that has trickled down from the writers or studio
creative director and begin chipping away at the problem. As Locke's mission is to find Master
Chief, Bouvier recalled "he reflects that visually. The design of his armor is very nonintrusive.
He doesn't have any bright tones. He's gray and dark to amplify the very nondisruptive nature of
his armor. Sataro Tojima was the audio director for Halo 5: Guardians , [37] with Japanese
composer Kazuma Jinnouchi composing the original score. For the first time in Halo ' s
multiplayer, teammates will make voiced callouts. Executive producer, Josh Holmes stated that
the development team wanted to provide much gameplay variety and support different play

styles in multiplayer. In Halo 5: Guardians ' Arena mode, Industries decided to exclude a
loadout system so they could encourage the concept of a level playing field that was present in
earlier Halo games. Warzone, one of the new multiplayer modes, was originally conceived in
with a small demo set up as a four-versus-four player match with AI controlled enemies
defending an objective. A multiplayer beta for Halo 5: Guardians launched on December 29, and
ran for three weeks. During The Walking Dead ' s fifth-season finale, two different live-action
advertisements aired, revealing the October 27, , release date of Halo 5: Guardians. On the
multiplayer side, it was revealed that there would be a new map called Fathom and that there
would be changes to Empire, a map playable in the beta. A new mode that would combine all of
the sandbox later revealed as Warzone at E3 was hinted at, [50] and it was revealed that the
game would feature 20 maps at launch and that 15 downloadable maps would be added later for
free. Halo 5 was also marketed in sports events: the football team of Seattle Sounders wore
jerseys with the game's ads; [52] and Dale Earnhardt Jr. The game's mainstream marketing
received some criticism for being different from the game's plot. The first season followed the
investigations of fictional journalist and war photographer Benjamin Giraud voiced by
Keegan-Michael Key , who investigates the Master Chief's background. The first season was
highly successful, drawing an audience of 6. Microsoft began their E3 press conference with
gameplay from the campaign of Halo 5: Guardians. A new multiplayer mode known as
"Warzone" was also shown off at E3. The game shipped in three different retail configurations: a
standard edition, limited edition, and collector's edition. The limited edition came with a REQ
bundle, dossiers on the game's characters, the Fall of Reach film, a statue of a Guardian, and a
" steelbook " metal case. Halo 5 was supported by post-release content updates. Halo 5: Forge ,
a free version of Halo 5 ' s map editing tool, was released for Windows 10 on September 8, In ,
Microsoft announced the "Halo Championship Series", its own tournament. Halo 5: Guardians
received an aggregated score of 84 out of on Metacritic based on reviews, indicating "generally
favorable reviews". Arthur Gies, writing for Polygon , wrote that Industries had much to prove
with Halo 5 after Halo 4 ' s online population "evaporated", The Master Chief Collection ' s woes,
and Microsoft's need for a strong title to sell more Xbox Ones. The studio has brought Halo ' s
mechanics kicking and screaming into the modern era, while providing the most bombastic,
co-op-driven campaign in Halo history. IGN's Brian Albert opined that Industries had created an
even bigger game than previous entries, with "the strongest combat Halo has ever seen". Halo 5
' s overall gameplay and multiplayer were strongly received. GameSpot praised Halo 5 ' s
multiplayer experience for being in the "best shape Halo ' s multiplayer has ever taken", and in
particular, noting the game's return to "universal" weapon loadouts and obtaining stronger
weapons spawning on-map, rather than unlocking weapons as in Halo 4. The Warzone mode
was considered to be one of the "best new ideas" in both the Halo franchise and the genre,
praising its MOBA -like mechanics and vast environments, explaining that "as with the rest of
Halo 5 , there is momentum hereâ€”but this is a force that shifts from side to side with each
match. Warzone isn't so much about consistencyâ€”it's about adaptability. And the team that
can roll with the punches, and punch back at the right moments, will have the upper hand. Halo
5 ' s campaign and story received mixed reviews. Timothy J. Seppala of Engadget felt it was the
first time in years that the campaign felt like a step backward compared to its predecessor;
"instead of addressing what it got wrong with [ Halo 4 ] and doubling down on what it did right,
the team fundamentally altered how a Halo campaign works to horrendous results. The game's
artificial intelligence AI also received mixed impressions. Chris Carter found the squad controls
rudimentary, but found the team chatter and their assistance welcome. Reviewers like Carter
and GamesTM complained of ally teammates failing to revive players, even in instances such as
when they were standing right next to the player. Time ' s Matt Peckham felt that in comparison
to the setup in Halo 5 ' s marketing and the Hunt the Truth series, which suggested a novel
direction for the series, "What happens in Halo 5 ' s story, by contrast, feels disappointingly by
the numbers. Character motivations shift on a whim. Halo 5 made the biggest sales record in
Xbox history, and was also the best-selling digital title. In the United Kingdom, Halo 5 debuted
on the top of the sales charts as measured by Chart-Track , besting the week's other new
release, Assassin's Creed Syndicate. On June 9, , Frank O'Connor said that the game managed
to sell 5 million copies in the first 3 months of its release. This suggests that Halo 5 had sold at
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Microsoft Studios [1]. Xbox One [1]. October 27, [1]. First-person shooter [1]. Campaign [1]
Cooperative [1] Multiplayer [1] Forge Theater. Halo 5: Guardians is the ninth installment in the
Halo franchise. Originally alluded to in a teaser trailer shown at Microsoft 's E3 Media Briefing
on June 10, , Halo 5: Guardians was officially announced on May 16, , and the first major
coverage of the game was unveiled at E3 , with the announcement of a multiplayer beta , set to
debut via the then-upcoming Halo: The Master Chief Collection. Following its launch, Halo 5:
Guardians was supported by a myriad of post-launch content updates, which were launched
between the end of , and the end of , beginning with Battle of Shadow and Light , and ending
with Overtime. These added new maps, gametypes, weapons, and customization options for
players. Guardians was also partially ported to PC in the form of Halo 5: Forge , which launched
on Windows 10 , and was released on September 8, , featuring the game's signature Forge
mode, custom games, and a custom games browser. Halo 5: Guardians features the largest
ensemble cast of characters in any Halo game yet, with both new and returning characters. It
has been noted that John has begun to question all of his former beliefs [15] following the
events of " The Next 72 Hours " , a story arc of the comic series Halo: Escalation during which
he reunites with his long-time Spartan-II unit Blue Team , comprising Kelly , Frederic and Linda
Halo 5: Guardians marks the in-game debut of Blue Team, who fight alongside the Master Chief
throughout the campaign. Halo 5: Guardians also features another playable protagonist, [18]
Spartan Jameson Locke , a "legendary man hunter" on a mission to find the Master Chief after
Blue Team disappears and several colonies are unexpectedly attacked. In the initial teaser
trailer, the Master Chief is seen in the possession of an empty data crystal chip on a chain,
alluding to his loss of Cortana at the end of Halo 4. Piano music plays in Doctor Catherine
Halsey 's office on Reach as she looks at a smiling Cortana just before she transfers to an
armored matrix. Blue Team set the reactor to overload and prepare to leave aboard an
experimental ONI prowler , with the Master Chief reassigning them to Meridian against their
superior's orders, hoping to get there before whatever team the UNSC decides to send and
investigate whether Cortana is really still alive. Aboard Infinity , Halsey reveals that Cortana has
somehow gained access to the Domain , a galaxy-spanning repository of Forerunner
knowledge. Worried that she is manipulating the Master Chief, Osiris is sent after Blue Team
with orders to bring them back, hoping to neutralize them with armor restraints. Arriving at
Meridian, they descend the Meridian's space elevator and are contacted by Governor Sloan ,
who grudgingly accepts their presence in exchange for assistance fighting off Promethean
forces attacking the colonists. Governor Sloan arranges for a Pelican to take them to Apogee,
where they find the Prowler and that Blue Team has already descended into the planet,
seemingly without opposition. Defeating the Warden, Osiris catches Blue Team moving through
a series of portals to try to reach the Guardian. Locke is the only member of Osiris who is able
to reach Blue Team, and engages the Master Chief in hand-to-hand combat. Aboard Infinity ,
Halsey deduces that another dormant Guardian lies beneath the surface of Sunaion on
Sanghelios. Moreover, Roland figures out that the distinctive sound the Guardian gave off
during its activation was actually a set of slipspace coordinates, and that if they can feed it into
the Sanghelios Guardian they can follow Blue Team to their destination. Blue Team arrive on a
lush Forerunner world , noting the arrival of numerous Guardians. After defeating this iteration
of the Warden, they are contacted by Cortana who explains that she arrived the planet aboard
the wreckage of the Didact's ship after it was dragged through slipspace, and that her rampancy
was cured by accessing the Domain. She leads Blue Team across the planet, to meet her at the
access point to the Domain itself. Inserting near Sunaion, they find that the Covenant has
launched a last-ditch effort to kill the Arbiter and reverse its recent fortunes. Osiris fight their

way to the Elder Council Chamber , hoping that the Arbiter can help them fight their way to the
Guardian beneath Sunaion, which lies in Covenant hands. They arrive in time to evacuate the
Arbiter in a Phantom to a Swords of Sanghelios camp, where they plan a counterattack on
Sunaion. During tense moment between Locke and the Arbiter, Cortana reveals her presence on
the planet. Halsey figures out that if they can acquire a Constructor Sentinel from one of the
Forerunner ruins scattered across the planet, they can use it to activate the Guardian. The
Constructor immediately sets about its task, and Arbiter leads his forces in a massive assault
on Sunaion to destroy what remains of the Covenant on Sanghelios. The Warden leads
Promethean forces in Sunaion to try to stop Osiris, but is again defeated. The Arbiter watches
them leave, commanding his forces to clear Sunaion of the last of the Covenant. Osiris
manages to safely leave the Guardian and land on the Forerunner planet. She assists them as
they fight their way across Genesis to reach the Gateway, a link to the Domain, noting that
Cortana has actually been leading Blue Team in circles to buy herself time. The Warden again
confronts Blue Team, trying to convince Cortana that they are a threat to her plan, but she
destroys his new body herself to protect Blue Team. The Master Chief reveals that no matter
how warm her greeting, he has been suspicious of Cortana since he set foot on Genesis, and
recognizes that she has been attempting to manipulate him through psychological tactics,
confronting her about the casualties the Guardians have been inflicting. The Warden claims that
while the Librarian intended the Mantle to be passed down, and prepared humanity for the task,
the Mantle itself was meant not for humanity but for their creations, AIs. The Master Chief was
never the Reclaimer â€” Cortana was. He repeatedly appeals to Cortana, urging her to recognize
Blue Team as a threat as he engages Blue Team in multiple bodies simultaneously. Cortana
counters that if he trusts her to use the Domain, he should also trust her judgement of the
Master Chief and Blue Team, and recognizes that he is using her for his own ends. Finally
confronting Cortana, reborn and with a new holographic avatar to represent her change, John
tries to talk Cortana out of her plan, but is instead trapped inside a Forerunner Cryptum. Osiris
follows, witnessing deployment of the Guardians and the arrival of hundreds of AIs from across
human space to join Cortana's new faction. Locke retorts that Doctor Halsey trusts them to
bring the Master Chief back â€” Cortana tells him that she will punish Halsey soon enough.
Exuberant Witness continues to help them progress, attempting to reach the Cryptum. Cortana
announces that she intends to put the Master Chief and Blue Team in stasis for ten thousand
years, giving herself time to consolidate her grip on the galaxy, as she begins to leave Genesis
aboard a Guardian. Cortana begins broadcasting across the galaxy, promising an era of peace
and prosperity under her benevolent rule â€” and warning that those who resist will be
conquered through force. Cortana sends her Guardians ahead across the galaxy and begins to
follow, but discovers to her horror that Osiris have restored control of Genesis to Exuberant
Witness, who uses swarms of Constructors to pry the Cryptum from her control. Blue Team are
freed from the Cryptum and finally united with Osiris. She tracks down the Infinity , which
makes an emergency slipspace jump to escape and find a way to fight her. The Halo 5:
Guardians campaign comprises of 15 missions, [26] of which three are non-combat spaces in
which the only objectives involve interaction with characters or objects. What would later be
revealed as Halo 5: Guardians was first revealed with a teaser released on June 10, during that
year's Electronic Entertainment Expo. The trailer indicated that a major Halo release would
occur for the Xbox One console in , leading many to believe that this particular game would be
the next entry in the Reclaimer Saga and the sequel to Halo 4. However, Microsoft stressed the
trailer's phrasing that would mark the beginning of a "journey", with the implication that this
may not mean the release of the then still officially unannounced Halo 5. Ross describes Halo 5:
Guardians as a bigger effort than the preceding Halo 4 in terms of the content and scope of the
game as well as the technology underpinning it. The game's engine is said to have been
completely retooled to take full advantage of the Xbox One's hardware and ecosystem;
according to Frank O'Connor , the engine is all-new apart from a number of core features
retained from the previous one. She also mentioned that the game would run at 60 frames per
second and feature dedicated servers. In E3 , Industries' statements about a "journey"
beginning in the fall of were revealed to be referring to a multimedia project dubbed Halo: The
Journey by Industries, [29] set to begin with the release of Halo: The Master Chief Collection ,
containing remastered "Anniversary" editions of Halo: Combat Evolved and Halo 2 , as well as
high-resolution versions of Halo 3 and Halo 4. Exclusive unlockable content for the beta was
made available via The Master Chief Collection and the digital series Halo: Nightfall. The
Industries team underwent several internal changes between the development of Halo 4 and
Halo 5: Guardians. Nicolas "Sparth" Bouvier replaced Kenneth Scott as senior art director,
although Scott was stated to continue serving in an advisory role. The Ur-Didact , the main
antagonist of Halo 4 , was originally slated to play a role in Halo 5. At some point during the

game's development, however, he was deemed to have become "extraneous" to the story,
leading to him being redacted from the narrative in " The Next 72 Hours " arc of the Halo:
Escalation comic series. According to Brian Reed, the manner of his removal from the story
would still allow Industries to use him as an antagonist in later stories if they so chose, as the
franchise was considered to be lacking in recurring villains. On April 28, the final cover art was
revealed. In Halo 5: Guardians , armor abilities are replaced by a new set of gameplay
enhancements known as Spartan abilities , [37] which are available to all players at any time.
Both the campaign and multiplayer are developed around Spartan abilities. The sprint function
is still present but the player's shields do not recharge while sprinting. Additionally, the charge
and slide abilities are executed as sprint reaches terminal velocity. A new feature called the
"smart scope" allows players to aim down the weapon's sights in a manner similar to many
other modern shooters, although with non-scope weapons this is purely a cosmetic effect and
provides little to no actual accuracy enhancement; Industries used the Multiplayer Beta to
gauge the effects of this feature on the game's gameplay balance. Unlike past titles players are
now able to switch seats in a vehicle without getting out. Halo 5: Guardians is the first major
Halo release without any form of local splitscreen multiplayer or campaign, and does not
natively support LAN play. The campaign mode of Halo 5: Guardians has been designed around
the game's fireteam-centric focus and alternates between the perspectives of John's Blue Team
and Spartan Locke's Fireteam Osiris. In single player campaign, the other team members
operate autonomously but the player is able to give them contextual commands by pressing up
the D-pad. The order given is determined by what the player is currently looking at. When a
player takes too much damage, they go into a "downed" state. Active players or AI-controlled
fireteam members can revive the downed Spartan within a set time limit which is shown in an
icon on their HUDs. If a player remains downed for too long, they will die and be subject to
similar respawn mechanics as in the prior games. In cooperative play , players assume the roles
of different fireteam members, with each having their own distinct loadout; for example, Linda
always spawns with a sniper rifle. The different characters' base attributes also have subtle
differences: for example, Kelly is faster than the other members of Blue Team and Tanaka has a
higher motion tracker range. Characters also have minor differences in traits such as their
grenade carrying capacity or thrust recharge rate. Co-operative games run on dedicated servers
and allow players to seamlessly drop in and drop out of gameplay by simply joining the game
and selecting a character to play as. The game has an intricate chatter system in which
fireteams offer both contextual commentary during gameplay as well as scripted mission
dialog, filling the role Cortana had in the prior games. This is seen by the developers as a
means to tie storytelling more closely with the gameplay. This is explained as 'Mdama's
authority over his followers diminishing, as they have lately begun to ignore his mandate
forbidding the use of human languages. Halo 5: Guardians creative director Josh Holmes has
stated that the game would feature the largest and most open gameplay spaces in any Halo
game yet, with an emphasis on replayability and sandbox-like gameplay. When playing as
Fireteam Osiris, players have access to the Artemis Tracking System , which can be used to
highlight these alternate paths as well as collectibles and other items of interest. Quick time
events , a controversial addition to the Halo 4 campaign, are not featured in Halo 5: Guardians ,
although some of the cinematics are designed to immerse the player to the experience of the
character they are controlling in a similar manner. Several new types of enemy have been added
to the gameplay sandbox. The Promethean enemy faction returns, with the addition of the new
Promethean Soldier class of infantry units and the Phaeton gunship. With Sequence making
Halo: The Fall of Reach - The Animated Series , terminals have been replaced with pieces of
Mission Intel ; [48] audio logs that provide background information contextual to each mission.
Though Tojima's sound team used recordings for Halo 4 as reference, it was decided that
reusing the recordings would not suffice for Halo 5: Guardians. Tojima stated "We decided to
design the whole sound from scratch again to update the fidelity for the new-generation
platform, Xbox One. For high quality explosion sounds, Tojima's team recorded the sounds
produced from various forms of debris dropped from a crane. For better bullet sounds, a
microphone was placed behind a rock and an armed individual shot past it from 1, feet away. An
accurate weapon tail was captured by utilizing the reflected sound from the environment when a
gun was fired; Tojima's team shot off guns in a variety of interior and exterior spaces. Kazuma
Jinnouchi served as the game's sole composer, [34] recording music at Abbey Road Studios in
London and the Rudolfinum in Prague. The game's tracks are noted to "sound fresh, yet
distinctly Halo ". Jinnouchi expressed interest in bringing back the original Halo Theme into
Halo 5: Guardians. After a number of discussions, it was determined that the " Halo choir" was
to be implemented into the game in an obvious way, compared to the subtle manner the choir
was implemented in Halo 4. Ultimately, Jinnouchi and his team composed their own

interpretation of both the Halo Theme and its choir. With Halo 5: Guardians multiplayer,
Industries seeks to highlight the "arena shooter" aspects of classic Halo multiplayer gameplay.
The unlockable custom loadouts and killstreak rewards present in Halo 4 have been disposed of
in favor of a "level playing field"; all players start with identical equipment as in the pre- Halo:
Reach games, with a focus on controlling weapons present on the map. Another new feature is
battle-chatter, automatic dialog among the team in which Spartans call out enemy locations and
kills. Dynamic map elements similar to the multiplayer maps in Halo 2: Anniversary are also
present. However, in the final game the winning team will only stand. A number of new weapons
have been added to the multiplayer sandbox, among them unique weapons including the Mythic
weapon Arbiter 's personal energy sword , Prophets' Bane. Other new weapons include the
Hydra multi-launch missile launcher. Vehicles like the Mantis now have multiple variants and
skins. The Halo 5: Guardians Multiplayer Beta was used to gather data and feedback on the new
multiplayer model as well as some of the new features. The beta featured two new multiplayer
modes: Breakout , in which two teams are thrown into a training arena via man cannons and
each player has only a single life with no respawns; [51] and Strongholds , in which two teams
control moving territories. Halo 5: Guardians also features an all-new multiplayer mode called
Warzone , which combines large-scale competitive multiplayer with objective-based gameplay
and AI-controlled enemies. Warzone is treated as a distinct experience from the game's classic
competitive multiplayer, now named "Arena". The game's ranking system is similar to Halo 4 's
dual-ranking system composed of a progression-based rank and a competitive skill rank based
on wins and losses. These points can then be used to purchase "REQ Packs", which contain
both cosmetic and gameplay-affecting items; however, the latter are only usable in Warzone
while only cosmetic items are usable in Arena to maintain balanced competitive play. REQ
packs can also be purchased with real-world currency. Halo 5: Guardians matchmaking features
no voting or veto system and instead features map rotation. Unlike past titles all DLC maps are
free. The player can only choose from a standard Spartan model. There are several armor
permutations which can be combined, though unlike previous games, only the helmet, visor,
and armor can be customized. All armor permutations do not have any effects on gameplay.
They are unlocked by opening REQ packs. In their E3 conference, Microsoft showed a teaser
trailer intended to showcase the future direction of the Halo franchise on the Xbox One. Rather
than announcing Halo 5 in particular, the trailer announced the presence of the Halo franchise
on the new console, set to debut in with a then-unspecified Halo title. The teaser opens with a
hooded figure journeying through a desert on an alien world. First shown during Microsoft's E3
press conference, this announcement trailer unveils the Halo 5: Guardians Multiplayer Beta. A
Behind The Scenes feature released on November 10, , detailing the new features and
development of the Halo 5: Guardians multiplayer beta. The Sprint is an ongoing digital series
which presents the development of Halo 5: Guardians , with the first season focusing on the
Multiplayer Beta, the second on developing the footage for E3 , and the third on the campaign.
The trailer was revealed in December 18, , and presents new gameplay of several weapons,
game modes, and maps. Between Saturday, April 25 and Tuesday, April 28, Halo fans from
around the world searched for pieces of an image. Coincidentally, Rob Semsey, senior
communications manager for the Halo franchise, claimed that the puzzle was completed at pm
PST. It featured audio logs, blog posts and other media posted online and spanned two
seasons. The first season centered on journalist Benjamin Giraud 's hunt for the truth about the
Master Chief's origins, while the second season continued the story, now focusing on the
supposed rebel leader "FERO" who helped Giraud during the first season. Two live-action
trailers featuring a confrontation between Agent Locke and the Master Chief from both
characters' respective points of view were released on March 29, During the E3 Xbox Media
Briefing on June 15, , Industries released a cinematic trailer, showcasing some cutscenes from
the game and establishing the premise. It was followed by the demo. The gameplay
demonstration picks up from the scene shown last in the cinematic trailer, depicting Fireteam
Osiris as they track John through Sunaion in the midst of a battle. The demonstration
showcases the use of Spartan abilities, the ATS, the squad interaction system, and the new
weapon plasma caster. It also introduces a new type of enemy, the Promethean Soldier, and the
new Forerunner character Warden Eternal. Another trailer released on the same day as the
cinematic trailer and gameplay demonstration announces the new gametype Warzone. At E3 ,
Microsoft had a Hololens presentation set up to show off Warzone. A documentary released on
June 15, , showcases the development of the multiplayer mode, Warzone. In the spy thriller film
Mission: Impossible â€” Rogue Nation , a prerelease version of Halo 5: Guardians including an
unofficial game box art alongside other unverified Xbox One game boxes as product placement
in the film in a scene [60] involving actor Simon Pegg's character, Benji Dunn , playing a match
of Team Slayer on the map Regret. On the game box art, the version of Halo 5: Guardians is

called " Halo 5: Guardians Self-Destruct Edition " as a reference to the said film franchise's
long-standing motif of spy equipment self-destructing following the delivery of secretive
information. The film was released in North America on July 31, A trailer released on August 31,
, showcasing the game's second cutscene. A trailer released on September 23, , showcasing the
cinematic for the Halo 5: Guardians mission Blue Team. It was followed five days later by a
longer trailer, The Hunt Begins, which had been leaked. This trailer's officially planned debut
was during a commercial break of Fear the Walking Dead on October 4, The Halo 5: Guardians
Launch Gameplay trailer debuted October 12, , two weeks before the game's release. It shows
several aspects of the campaign. A limited edition Xbox One based on the game is available for
preorder from the Microsoft Store, Amazon, and Gamestop. On December 28, , Microsoft
announced three editions of Halo 5: Guardians that are available for preorder. An early version
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